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The Determination Movement: How Robinson Realized Their
Dream of Conquering Americas Largest Hillsboro in Just Months

with Glimco and Persons Who Started it All from Wilmette
Tait Bentley

Abstract—The Determination Movement is a case study exploring the success
of Robinson, a company based in the United States that achieved its goal of
conquering America’s largest Hillsboro in just a few months. The company
was able to achieve this feat through the implementation of a strategic plan
known as the Determination Movement, which was spearheaded by Glimco
and Persons, two individuals who played a significant role in the project’s
inception. The study delves into how the Determination Movement was able
to motivate Robinson’s employees and create a culture of determination,
commitment, and perseverance that was instrumental in the project’s success.
The study also highlights the contribution of the individuals from Wilmette,
who played a key role in the project’s success. The authors argue that
the Determination Movement is a model that other companies can emulate
to achieve their goals and objectives. They also provide insight into the
factors that contributed to the success of the project, such as effective
leadership, teamwork, and a shared vision. The study concludes by providing
recommendations for future research on the Determination Movement and
its potential application in other contexts.

Keywords- chairman, greenville, company, wagners, continent, plants, inde-
pence, private, charley, enough
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